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Shadow Snake HD - Next Generation Snake Game for iOS and Android is Free
Published on 02/27/13
PlayPanic Games today announces Shadow Snake HD 1.0.3, an update to its fun-to-play snake
game for iOS and Android. Now available for Free, Shadow Snake HD puts classic features of
snake into an updated context. Touchscreen control of the snake works by waving your
finger as you collect sparks and dodge numerous enemies. Dozens of backgrounds, four
bosses, upgrades, and bonuses, set this game apart from other classic snake games in the
App Store.
Kaliningrad, Russian Federation - PlayPanic Games today is proud to announce the release
of Shadow Snake HD 1.0.3, an update to its fun-to-play snake game for iOS and Android. Now
available for Free, Shadow Snake HD puts classic features of snake into an updated
context. Touchscreen control of the snake works by waving your finger as you collect
sparks and dodge numerous enemies. Dozens of backgrounds, four bosses, upgrades, and
bonuses, set this game apart from other classic snake games in the App Store.
The player is opposed by enemies on 28 levels. To pass a level, sun-sparks must be
collected to charge up the portal in the center. Game levels are divided in chapters temples of Nature, Fire, Air and Ice, each with their own bonuses and boss at the end. The
snake can be improved to make passage easier. For sophisticated users, there are three
levels of difficulty: Normal, Hard, and Insane. Each level begins with a quotation of
Confucius, emphasizing the mystical style of the game. The game was released at the
beginning of 2013, which is the year of the Black Snake in the Chinese zodiac.
Feature Highlights:
* Intuitive finger control, a new approach to the snake genre
* Mystical atmosphere of the world of shadows
* 4 Temples of the Elements with unique bonuses and dangerous enemies
* 28 levels, 4 treacherous boss
* Upgrades for snakes
* Three grades of difficulty for each level
* Game Center
Device Requirements:
* iPhone 3GS/4/4S/5, iPod touch (3rd/4th/5th generation), and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* Universal app optimized for display on all iOS devices
* Optimized for iPhone 5
* 64.9 MB
* Android 2.3.3 or higher
Pricing and Availability:
Shadow Snake HD 1.0.3 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in
the Games category.
PlayPanic Games:
http://playpanic.com
Shadow Snake HD 1.0.3:
http://playpanic.com/shadow_snake.html
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/shadow-snake/id539027762
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Download from Google Play:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.playpanic.shadowsnake
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_e5xAQ25-0&hd=1
Press Kit (zip):
http://playpanic.com/downloads/shadowsnake_presskit.zip

PlayPanic Games is an independent team of developers from Kaliningrad (Russia) dedicated
to making quality small games with Adobe Flash and Unity. Copyright (C) 2013 PlayPanic
Games. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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